
College is an experience and a rollercoaster of emotion, learning, excitement and drama 

and this play is just that. Minnesota State University will be putting on the new play Really 

Really at KCATF Region 5. Really Really is a play about college students from the generation 

me. The play focuses on the ramifications of a one night party. The play asks you what happens 

when you cross college kids and parties, you get a string of lies and disillusion building up from 

the very beginning that will make you judge the characters actions and leave you questioning 

yourself at the end of it all.  

The show explores a deep connection between friends and drives home truths that happen 

daily. It explores the common wealth a college foundation and human beings. How a conflict 

between someone’s words weighted against someone else’s words. Craig Ellingson the Director 

of Theater at Minnesota has more emphasis on musicals but says he puts on one play every 

school year. He also mentioned that working with a small cast in plays like this really benefits 

the small ensemble and helps keep them focused. 

When you go see Really Really prepare to leave the theater asking many questions about 

the characters and yourself. Watch conflicts that threaten the livelihoods of college students who 

only care about their own interests. Prepare to see characters that will truly disturb you 

emotionally but yet will strike you as someone very familiar and extremely close to home. This 

show will make you question the generation being portrayed but most of all make you wonder at 

how real and raw everything in the show actually is. It’s a humorous but also disturbing reality 

that will be performed on stage.  

Minnesota hopes to drive home a very exciting and thematic college play. Come enjoy a 

college rager with a day of repercussions. Come enjoy this production at the Normandale theatre 

Tuesday 7:30 and Wednesday 10:00 and 2:00. 



 

 

 


